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?M~1RAN"~' FOR i1Z SERMrAXY OF D'EFENS
nI*
ai:
SUBJECT:

UNDER SE.RET'AR OF DEFSE FOR RESEARMi AND
,,LNEER.I
Defense Science Board (DSB) 1983 Sumner Study on Joint Service
Acquisition - INFORMATICN MEMORANMH"

The DSB Summer Study on Joint Service Acquisition, co-chaired by Admiral
Isaac C. Kidd, Jr., USN (Ret.) and Mr. Robert A. Fuhrman, has completed its
work and submitted its
final report.
The study panel consisted of
distinguished experts from the Services, OSD, JCS, industry, and (ongress.
>,The panel was tasked to examine past and present joint Service
acquisitions and ascertain why some joint efforts succeeded while others
failed.
They were also tasked to recommuend management changes to increase the
motivation for Service support of joint programs and to improve the
effectiveness of joint acquisition programs.
This study is very important
since there are increasing requirements for combining Service capabilities
effectively, as well as the long established need to reduce redundant
acquisition efforts among the Services..

Smarriages"

71iis report concludes that problems in joint programs are most often
causel by a failure of the Services to agree on requirements; "forced
without this agreement; ad hoc environments in which joint programs
are often established; and differing or shifting Service priorities
during the
development of joint programs.
It also concluded that a formal,

institutionalized process needs to be established to evaluate requirements,
technology,
candidates.

programs,

and issues to properly identify joint Service

I

This report has been approved by the DSB and I would direct your
attention to the Chairmen's cover letter, the implementation plan, and the
Executive Summary.

Charles A.

Chairman

S~

At tachment
DSB Report
:
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D C

20301

w!
20 March 1984
RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD
SUBJECT:

Defense Science Board 1983 Summer Study on Joint Service
Acquisition

Attached is the final report of the Defense Science board Summer
Study on Joint Service Acquisition. The primary conclusions of the
study are:

"o

There have been many successful joint programs. The most
notable successes have occurred in non-major systems,
subsystems,

components,

and technology base programs.

"o

Major development joint programs are more prone to problems.

"o

Problems in joint programs are often traced to : failure to
agree on requirements, forced marriages, ad hoe environment,
and differing priorities or shifts in service priorities.

"o

A formal, institutionalized process should be established to
evaluate requirements, programs, issues, and technology to
select joint service candidates and to resolve disputes.

"o

Joint technology base programs are running reasonably well
with the only improvement needed being technical information
dissemination.

"o

The large (?$100M) DARPA technology demonstrations need
stronger user involvement to better analyze military worth.

"o

All joint service Full Scale Development programs should be
The exenutive service would be the one
single service funded.
with the greatest need and priority.

The panel made various recommendations to improve joint service
efforts and those recommendations are summarized in the Implementation
Plan section of the attached final report. The five major
implementation recommendations deal with:
o
o

Establishment of joint requirements and management board.
Issuance of new 5000 series directive.

V

o
0
o

Action on teohnical tntormation dissemination and teohnology
demonstrations.
Review of less than syatem level joint serviae aoquaiitions.
Navy oareer growth In joint program off los.

I aa" D4 Kidd-i-3r.
Admiral, USH (Ret.)
Chairsan

Mr. Robert A. Fuhrman
Co-Chairman

II
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viJ
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I

IMPLV
A.

NA
iON PLAN

JOINT RwDUIR•mnaEI'b AND MANN3Thr BOARD (J-,m)

Reconaendation:
Establish permanent, formally chartered 'xdil to
a.bminister joint Service acquisition.
JRf% would: i clexri-in3 house f,,r
all potential joint programs; be comprised ot vice cniets-of-staffs of F..,,i
S,2rvices, Director of Joint Staff, and appropriate CTSD official: neet
lperiodically (monthly or quarterly), be supported by small
ern,3nLenL ztxiyf-i
be patterned after JLC- consider providing annual reports to Congress: Zýrc.
o!pgortunities for joint development; screen candidates; recxomntuiilte:-.•"
programs; and reconcile issues between requirements an, technc'hyi.
JFR1B procedures would include: chtrtering of •pdc
stucy .3rp
configuration of SSG, reviewing of S9S3
,indings, ref,,iviny nt issnes (S5,: k:
final arbiter), reconminenng for or against joint developnjcefL, initiati::'
PPI'S action, dissolving of SSG, establishiny p)licy f,,ý train•i•ri
n
l--icommonality, reviewing PPBS turbulence issues, co4isideration of i.Letns o,
r-ently in production rather than new development, ad consideration of
monitoring the developing Service's work when a joint proyram it not
reco•mended.

°'

Action: JCS, Services, and OSD prepare a JKN3 cur-Ler for Secretary
De-fense approval.
B. NEW 5000 SERIES DIRECTIVE

fRdcdmmmendet
tion: Secretary of Dens.
atepa new 000 serie
directive to inst'it tionalizv the joint Service a,-Tiisitsopro
h
ess, s1--) -c
to systematically evaluate requirements, program, acii ecliolv lc.,
t
those
ron
candidates which possess the prere<isites for suct-e I -ces Joia•,
Service acquisitions. The decision to enter jointL
3xa f
(,:ale oievelopbh
A'zlhould be based upon the results of technology I
.raion-i qo,';
ý
trc
•ur.•.
joint requirements and management process.
h
Uldt
oint
to
il Iraile
-ijlO
.
a Indmiost 6.3B advanced devel.opment joint programs sri-'hera
ine
per -;.
S~~~~foded exce--t tor Service peculiar items. T-le oxen: t-I,..•t•=(e,

l
i

wSitvice) in joint Servico A p-,
isition: should
D
intye ,,a-r.je
f:or- A!.
unterd
and priority. in the executive
R Service
a prioa.
The .xocutiv Serv.
jinpderation should be given to changing the execytiv#:
asutan
rrt
wita`
cthe
nigher
priority.
If
one
Joint
partner
witeslrawojia,
wh
cos
m,
•program its current year/budget year/auth~orization y'e•r Uln-S SIOldol bký
re,-illocated to the remaining partner's budget. •rM1;, •i-caLetV7y p.ro(Ini týsuch as PoD/NASA and DoD/FAA, the DoD should try to a'.•:efor
-,in~j],• ..
docurmng and
tidget
reallocationo
ongoing joint prucrt;irl
oneo
withvdraws,
For international programsv DoD shguld tr-y Lo arrange for smi
country funding using the AMRAAM/ASRAAM approach. the exc~cut ive Service
should contract for spares and interim contractor suj/x3ý--t when pro!i,•.
A joint program should have a single quality assurance p~rc,.1roAl, a sing'Le
d~iange control to
program,
and single
acceptance
test progrivi
witlh c-xnon ,
doc-umentation
contribute
to a smooth
production
flow.

vii

Action: OSD in coordination with JCS and Services prepare a new
direcTiv-ecn joint Service acquisition for Secretary of Defense issuance.
C.

TTE3NICAL INFOMIMTION AND T

LCGY DEMONSTRATIONS

Recommendation: (XISDRE(RLAT) should take actions to improve and sixe•i
up technical inforumation dissemination between the Services, between DARPA
and the Services, and especially between DoD and industry. A military impact
analysis by the involved Service(s) should be required before initiaticxn of
The results of this analysis should be omt•
large technology demonstrations.
of the factors considered in determining whether the "demo" should take
.
DARPA should continue a vigorous program of techinology demonstrations but
plan for iteration and evolution of the idea with stronger user partici!pt i 7-..
Action:
D.

OIJSDRE(R&AT) memorandumn to DARPA and the Services.

REVIEW OF LESS THAN SYSTEM LEVEL JOINT SERVICE AXQUISITIONS

Recommendation: Joint Logistics Commanders should establish a for;amechanism for review and selection of joint acquisition below the systell
level.
Oversight should be provided by annual report to USDRE and a si
.,
report could also be provided to Congress.
Action:
E.

USDRE memorandum to JLC.

NAVY CAREEX GkVý'

IN JOINT PROGRAM OFFICES

Recommendation: Tie Navy should implement remedial action to miniimize
internal perceptions of joint orogramn office duty being inhibiting to Navy
career growth.

Action

USDRE memorandum to Navy.
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EX•aIVE SUKF

During the spring of 1983, Dr. R. D. DeLauer, Under Secretary of
Dpfense for Research and Engineering, chartered the Defense Science Boanr
(DSB) to study the effectiveness of joint Service acquisition programs.
That tasking noted that there will be an increasing number of joint servic,
programs because of demands for more joint warfighting, t:)e need to prec .L

redLundant acquisition (i.e., save money), and the concern that new
technology does not necessarily respect traditional Service boundaries
(e.g., space). The summer D6B was to examine past and present joint Servi.-.
acquisitions and then recommend chruges so we might formulate and execute
them more effectively thereby allaying recently expressed Congressional
concerns.
Four sub-panels were formed:

Policy, Requirements, R&D, and
Chapters I through IV of this report
contain the individual final reports of each of these four sub-panels. B-.:m
Cliapter has its own sub-panel conclusions and reconmenitions. In sumnmary,
the major conclusions are:

""Winagement/Logistics/Production.

o

1tere have been many successful joint prograins with prospects
favorable for several current joint programs. These successe:
outnumber failures or problem programs by a large margin.

o

While certain types of joint programs are more difficult to
prosecute than their single-Service alternatives, there are nc
problems that apply to all joint programs.
In other words,
different problems apply to different programs.

o

Joint programs have been most notably successful in non-major
system, subsystems/coxmpnents and science and technology
categories.

o

Major development joint programs are more prone to problems th,';i
other types of joint programs or their single-Service
counterparts.

o

Those programs that have experienced, or are experiencing,
problems can be traced to the following: (a) Failure to
adequately invoke the joint requirements and management process.
All too often the problem programs were forced from the top too

quickly. (b) Ad hoc environment to select joint programs, select
the lead Service, and organize a management structure.
(c)
Differing priorities or shifts in Service priorities due to
changing budgets and/or perceived threats, leading to turbulence
in programs.
O

The ad .rmx manner in which joint programs are initiated is

consistent with sound, stable programs.
and missed opportunities.

xi

not

This leads to confusior,

,

"o

A formal, institutionalized process ahoul.d be established by which
the DuD oocminity can systemtically ev,,luate require-ments,
nverge on those candidates
programs, issues, and technology to
Wich possess the "prerequisites" for success, and to resolve
disputes among the partners once a joint program is underway.

"o

The issues to be resolved before launching a joint program
include: operational concepts, performance specifications,
technical approaches, constraints, acquisition strategy, cost and
schedule, relative worth, and management structure.

"o

Joint development should only be undertaken when it is necessary
from an operational standpoint or it is clearly attractive from a
mcet standpoint.

"O

The necessary participants in the joint requirements process are:
OSD, JCS, Unified Commanders, Services, and Technology (industry,
DARPA, Service laboratories, allies).

"o

Differences in Service missions, operating environment, technical
expertise and sense of priority all make agreements on
requirements and management of Joint Programs very difficult to
achieve.

"o

Many technology base programs are joint or coordinated in a joint
manner. They are progressing reasonably well and are able to
manage problems created by one Service reducing its technology
base funding.
Inprovement is needed in technical information
dissemination.

"

"Technology push" is a vital part of the R&D process. The DARPA
"technology demonstrations" provide this mechanism and are an
important aspect of our overall R&D capability and should
continue. In moat cases, a series of evolutionary "learn-4idoing" demos, with strcrger user involvement, will be required to
provide a fair and convincing measure of military worth.

"O

Wide use of a common subsystem, such as common FLIR sensors, could
bring with it commxn vulnerabilities. Several solutions to a
particular problem complicate the enamy's counter-measures

problem.
"o

Joint acquisitions below the system level make significant
contributions in economies, efficiencies and interoperability.
is likely there are additional opportunities that should be

pursued.
"o

All joint full-scale engineering development programs, and most
6.3B advanced development programs should be single-Service
funded. The executive Service would then have in its budget all
the funds needed to carry out the program, except for other

xii

It

V
t

Service-peculiar iteam.dThe executive Service would be the one

with the greatest need and priority, and thus the one least likely
to deviate from the plan. If the executive Service•s priorities
greatly lessen, oomsideration should be given to changinq the
executive Service (or Agency) to that with the higher priority, as

was reoantly done on Jvx.

"*

0

If one partnmr withidraws from the ooet-shared program, its
year, budget year, and authorization year funds should be
reallocated to the remaining partner's budget.

0o

Fr multi-agency programs such as DDD-NkS and Do[>-FAA, the DoD
should try to arrange for single-agency funding of new programs
and budget reallocation of ongoing joint programs WAere one
partner withdraws.

o

Fbr joint U.S./foreign programs DoD should try to arrange for

current

single country funding-using the AMRAAM/AsRAAM approach.
o

Improved joint service cooperation should require no additional
resources because of eventual greater efficiencies and econmies.

o

Savings brought about by joint efforts can be maximized by
oantinuing ocamonality in data, publications, test equipeint,
training, and spares as long as practicable.

o

Single procedures for all operations affecting production will
save money.
These procedures include: change control, quality
inspections, and acceptance specifications.

The above major conclusions have corresponding reoomm-ndations included
in the sub-panpl reports of
ater
I through IV.
those recommendations are
summarized in the Iu~lazwntatior Plan, pages vii and viii.
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POLICY SUB-PANEL REM

I - Introduction

A. Thaking
Joint Service Aaquisition Progranw have been studied numerous times in
the past several years by various organizations.
The interest does not have
acadenic roots, hoever.
It stem from the very real desire on the part of
Congress and the Department of Defense (DoD), including the Services, to
save money and enhance their operational. capabilities.
Also, now technology
does not always respect traditianal Service boundaries.
But the perception
of joint program is that they simply do not work. Arguments like "there
are too many players" and "requirements are different for the Army and Navy"
are often heard. WhIether this negative perception represents reality or not
is almost secorndary since some key people believe it is true. This belief

has led to a lack of confidence, by Congress and others, in the Services'
ability to pursue and imp.lement joint programs.
It was for this reasm as well as a real commitment to make joint
programs work that Dr. R. DeLauer, Under Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering (US
) asked the Defense Science Board (DSB) to study this
issue once again. Ht asked the DB to forward recimmidations that address
the problems in joint programs while emphasizing their strengths. The
tasking also asked, in essence, that the Board sift
through past and current
joint programs to sort fact from perception.
This sifting process could
then better focus the Board's efforts on ameliorating the real problems.
B.

Staffing

To accomplish this task, Dr. DeTauer, along with the DO8 chairman, Mr.
Norm Augustine, asked Admiral Isaac C. Kidd, Jr. (RET) and Mr. Robert
Fuhrman to co-chair a panel omposed of DSB members, consultants, Service
representatives, and others. The panel contained personalities with varied
and distinguished careers. This ooqposition assured that all parties Services, OSD, JCS, industry, Coress - would have a fair hearing and that
an objective analysis would be conducted.
C.

Organization

With the panel formed, the chairman established four sub-panels to
attack the problein.
Mr. Vincent Cook was asked to chair the Policy
sub-panel while General DePuy (RET), Mr.
Charles A. Fowler, and Mr. Nick
Petrou dhaired the Requirements, PAD, and MLAP sub-panels, respectively.

Each of the mabrs of the study shown in Table I-I were assigned to one of
the four sub-panels.

Table I-1.
C. Kidd, Jr., tS
Chairman

Samer StgM

(PMt.)
SIsaac

Participants

OMn.

bert W. I~iniel (Mt.)

Mr. Pcbart A. Fuhrman

FM"

rCslsicE
Co-*&airman
DOM Joe L.

Mr. William A. Anders
Dr. Ivan L. Bennett
Ms. Flaine R. Bond

USA
Vft Robert R. Mznros, US
Maen Jasper Welch, USAF
Men Philip D. Sw•tler, -UM1
kmm41iove.

Mr. .inentt N. Cook
Gen William E. DWP,
UWA (Rt.)
Mr. Charles A. Fowler

OT9M PARTICIPAM

Dr. Exiene G. Fubini
Mr. David R. Heebner
Dr. Harold W. Lewis

E. O'onaue
Mr. Pert
Mr. Nicholas Petrou
Gen Alton D. Slay, USAF (Ret.)

(Rat.)

Rklm D. Lim Felt, USN

"

V•dmE. R. Seymor, US (ne.)t
R~i R. G. Fremian, USN (at,)

EXEC SErAW
Mr. John-L. Sth

DB
ASSTE. Chatham,
LO MIL
Ralph

US

Mr. David K. Anderson

Maj Anthony J. Ammendolia, USA

Dr. Bdan Denysyk

Maj Jobn C. Grimsley, USA
Cdr David Nordean, USN
Dr. Thowas Weathers

LtCol TIhoas E. Mansperger, USAF
Mr. Daniel A. Ruskin
Qapt William L. Vincent, USN

D. Policy &ub-Panel Activities
The Policy sub-panel was tasked to study cross-cutting issues (funding,
Congressional involvownt, etc.) and policy guidance. The Policy sub-panel
was also tasked to help start the study process by generating a series of
issue papers dealing with the breadth of joint program and by producing a
discussion paper that defines the limits of the study. The 20 initial issues
generated by the Policy sub-panel are available in the DSB files.
E.

Schedule

In addition to generating issues prior to San Diewo, the Panel Chairman
scheduled svral
meeings in Wadhington to take testimony from various
interested parties and experts and to review completed work.
The following
shows asdhedule, and general content of the various meetings held in

Washington.

[2
:ME

K

Date

Perticipants

Oomtents

6, 7 Yune

Full Panel

Briefing

from Oonreseional

Staff, MAn. Locke (Pat),
-Qorsultants

Date

Participants

Octentrs

23 June

Policy sub-panel

!wview Scope Paper and Issues

andother

sub-panel Chairmai
28-29

Briefings from Army, Navy,

Full Panel

June

Air Fbrc. and Marines

14-15
July

Briefings from Program
Managers, Am. Freeman (REr),
DARPA Experts

Full Panel

Various programmatic briefings were also given in San Diego. These
included JVX, (Advanced vertical take-off aircraft H-60 (helicopter), DLWPA
and Modular FUR. In short, before the Panel left San Diego, it bad heard
from a representative croes-secticn of parties interested in joint programs.
II - Definition and Program Selection

A.

Introduction

As in moet studies of this nature, the terminology and extent of the
study must be defined. Care must be taken so that an objective study is
conducted and meaningful, realistic results emerge from the effort. An overly
broad definition of a joint Service Acquisition -

all program. Where two or

more government cowponts work together for an unspecified length of time

-

would demand a protracted study with vague and broad results. on the other
band, narrowly constructed definition - major development programs where two
or more DoD Services cooperate/link together for the entire duration of the
life cycle of a system - may lead to a self-fulfillingprophecy and wrong
conclusions regarding the merits of "Joint" programs.
wa adopted by the

B.

W

This latter definition

in a recent study an Joint Service

Acquisition.

Categories of Joint Programs
ently into four categories,

Joint program can be broken convew

1. as bdefined
2e In Do/) Directive
___
stem 5000.1,
that most
definition
of major
systMS
Major the
System
Acquisition.

fully functioning
2.tii SussesadH4Jr9tmtToecmlet.,
systemzstiat
RR mn
c
aa major
ofrtm
In Directive 5000.1 or
those constituent elaen~ts of a major or no-meajor ftets that perfarm a major
function (gas turbine engine) of a ocuplete system or constitute a significant
portion of the ouplete system'@ value.
3

3. CompT:
hose constituent elements of a coplete system or subsystem that constitute a small portion (less than 5%)
of the value of the
system or subsystem and perform a generic function (seeker, microprocessor,
etc.) or a function that can easily be adapted to a system other than the one
it was developed for. 1his category could also include generic items procured
in large quantities by the Services for administrative and basic needs in
facilities management, such as truck tires.
4. Technology: 'ftse research and development programs falling within
funding categorles 6.1, 6.2, or 6.3a that will advance the state-of-the-art in
a specific military mission but witholit necessarily proceeding beyond the
prototype or pre-prototype stage (High miergy Laser).
Each of the four program types defined above represents significant
activity areas in the acquisition process and should therefore be acammodated
in general definition with the exception of a portion of "ccmponent" category.
Joint acquisition of basic needs (shoes) and administrative necessities
(typewriters) has occurred since, at least, the War of 1812.
For the most
part, these joint acquisitions proceed smoothly and are driven primarily by
economics and regulations.
It was decided, therefore, that the [SB would rot
examine the3e component programs but rather concentrate on component programs
that perform a generic function in a system or subsystem.
C.

Governmental 22utonents Involved

The "who" of a joint program is equally inportant to define. Joint
programs exist between:
1) DOD and other U.S. Government agencies, 2)
non-DoD U.S. Government agencies (State and Treasury), 3) DoD and other
nations, etc. Since the study is being conducted under the auspices of the

DSB, it was decided to limit the programs studied to only Defense programs
wholly in the DoD community. Additionally, it was decided that programs whose
main or substantial thrust is international in scope be excluded from the
study. This study, therefore, focused on programs conducted between two or
more DoD ccoponerts (Services plus aNA, DWRPA, NSA, etc.).
D.

Phases of Joint Service Participation

Another issue that requires somw exwamiaticn is the phase of the program
itself. Traditionally a program has been divided into four segmentsa
I)
Concept Exploration (CE), 2) Demonstration and Validation (D&V), 3) Full Scale
Development (FSD) and, 4) Production and Deployment (P&D).
Some students of joint programs have defined "joint" as those that oonnect DoD components during all of these phases, or at least most of them. But
each segment by itself often represents a substantial effort. Limiting the
DSB Study to programrz
that are connected for at least two of the four phases
would be an injustict, since the same benefits can accrue (camronality, cost
savings, etc.) if there is joint involvement in only one of the phases. Also,
certain programs may only lend themselves to one phasi&f the acquisition

cycle.

For exasple, a single Service may already have developed a system

which another Service procures or certain tecmology
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programn may only survive thom~ig omxoqpt evaluation. in skrt, the DWPanel
study decide to examine ali defens program that start or exist as joint
efforts during any of the Fiiases.

E. General Def inition
2ws pcggding discias icn results in the folloruing definition of Joint
Service Acqisition programs
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Joint program wore identified by a combination of Service, 061), and Study
Panel m rs'
reseazch. The Services were then invited to present briefings
at a Panel meting (July 14-15, 1983) on their respective joint progrm.
These briefings provided som insight into the usefulness of the programs as
cse
studie&. In addition to these briefings, the Services and OSD were asked
to respond to a questionnaire that addressed key aspects of joint programs.

III - Discussion of Policy Sub-Panel Issues

A.

IssuS Developmnt

At the start of the DM study, the Policy sub-panel produced 20 issue
papers that dealt with most areas of joint programs: policy, management,
requirements, funding, personnel, etc. 1hese initial issues, served as
"seeds" for the study process. During the last weeks prior to San Diego,
those issues were expanded to eight. The eight issues are sumarized below:
1) Joint program selection criteria (including a "flow" diagram suggesting a
now process), 2) Advocacy, dispute resolution and formation (including a
proposed organization structure to screen joint programs), 3) Personnel
selection and motivation, 4) Stabilization of funding, 5) Identification of
"ofnatural" joint program types, 6) Incentives and penalties to form and/or
disband joint efforts, 7) Neod and meth
for Omxgressional involvement, and

8) Broad policy guidanoc. After the first few days in San Diego, these eight
Policy Sub-Panel issues were narrowed to two: 1) Miat is the extent and scope
of the problem? and, 2) Should a permanent, formal body be established to deal
with the joint program?
All of the eight issues were dealt with by transferring them to other
Sub-Panels or absorbing them into the two remaining Policy Sub-Panel issues.
The following subsections provide a more detailed discussion of the two issues
on
dhich the Policy sub-panl concentrated.

B.

22oý of the Problems with Joint Programs (First Issue)
1.

Issue

The policy sub-panel first
grappled with the issue of defining the scope
or size of the "problem" with joint programs.

2.

B

The

umaerical gap that will continue to exist between NAMT

and Warsaw

Pact Pross nust be cospeisated for by technology, efficient use of funding
resources, and irmKvative use of forces.
Joint program offer the potential
to save resources and increase military effectiveness.
Clearly, jo'r" system
and operations can be synergistically structured to optimize our poe•.
But
pursuing these joint efforts is not without problems; it scmetimes seems that

problem grow exponentially with the nmer of participants!
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Despite theae problem, more often than not, the problem have been
overcome by the participants. But to listen to sm critics, moet notably the
GAO, one wid think that there have been no successes. The GAO went as far
as to say that there have beeo

"no successful" joint program.

They cited

reasons such as Service parochialism, "not invented here" syndrcm, and loss
of control as reasons for failure. Their •cnclusion is not surprising,
however. First the GAO only examined a limited number (15) of programs;

second, most of the selected case studies (F-ill and JVX) were, or are,
problem programs with troubles stemming usually from real
doctrinal/requiremants differences.
Based on the experience of the DSB Study Panel, it

was difficult to

believe that there have been no successes. Sixty-eight joint programs (Table
II-1) were identified and examined. These ranged from technology efforts to
production, and from tactical aircraft to missiles and owponents. In
addition, there were a variety of funding and management structures. Our
criteria for success was: a) over 50% ommmnality, b) System/Oomponents
fielded in large numbers, c) Goals achieved without major (over 2 years)
schedule slippages. Using these criteria, the working group determined that
about two-thirds of the programs were "successes" or had good prospects for

succless.
In the group of 68, approximately half were either non-major systems,
subeystems/components, or technology program.
It was in these subgroups
where most of the 'successes" occurred. These joint programs lack visibility,

proceed reasoably smoothly, and are started by DoD to counter a perceived
threat, save money, or enhance the technology base. Examples include VHSIC,
APSI, MTOG, ADA, Guayule rubber, BISS, MATE.
That is not to say that there

have been no problems with subsystem joint programs. The F-15 engine is a
good example of a subsystem joint effort that became a single Service program.
The problem,

in this case, can be traced to high technical risk and dissimilar

requirements.

the high degree of success in these program stems primarily

from the fact that: 1) The front end work was adequately done, and,

2) The

Services agreed on the approach.
With major development programs there have been successes and failures.
Even though these prograns are prone to problems, there is no single cause.
Items such as the following dominated:

a) Nb initial agreement among Services

or with OSD/Congress on requirements and doctrine; b) Differing service
priorities, or shifts in service priorities due to changing budgets and
perceived threats; and c) Ad hoc environment to select lead service,
management,

review etc.

Problems with such programs as the F-15 engine, Joint Interdiction, JVX,
Light Armored Vehicle can be traced to the three areas identified above.

3.

Conclusions

Based on the preceding discussions, the Panel concluded the following
regarding the extent and scope of the "problem" with joint program:
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a)

Joint

programs will become increasingly inportant as the U.S. and its NMO allies
build conventional forces to raise the nuclear threshold. Joint programs can
both save resources and incorporate more effective approad-es. b) *hile
certain types of joint program are uore difficult to prosecute than their
single Service alternatives, there are no problems that apply to all joint
joint program with prospects
c) There have been many t.ssfu•
programs.

favorable for several current joint program. 1hese successes outnumber
failures or prlem program by a large margin. d) Joint programs have been
most notably successful in nn-major system, subsystem/fcaminents and
science and tedhnology categories. e) Major development joint program are
more prone to develop problem than other types of joint program or their

single Service coumterparts.

But even here, the problems are on a

case-by-case basis instead of being generally associated with a particular

class. f) Those programs that have experienced, or are experiencing, problems
can be traced to the following: (1) Failure to adequately invoke a joint
requirements and management process. All too often the problem programs were
forced from the top too quickly. (2) Ad hoc environment to select joint
programs, select the lead Service, and organize a management structure. (3)
Differing priorities or shifts in service priorities due to changing budgets
and/or perceived threats, leading to turbulence in programs. g) Finally, the
ad hoc environment leads to confusion and missed opportunities.
C.

bormation of Joint Requirements and Management Board (J3M)

1.

Issue

As a second Policy issue, the sub-panel explored tle question of whether
it made sense to establish an organization and a systematic and formal process
to evaluate and select candidates for joint programs.

2.

Backgr••nd

As previously mentioned, the analyses revealed that virtually all
instances of failures in joint programs stemmed from the fact that little
or
no attention was paid to the front end work so necessary to establish a firm
foundation for a joint program. Either the prospective parties were not
consulted on commn requirements, or the relative priorities of the partners

were sufficiently divergent that future funding problems were virtually
inescapable.
Further analysis revealed that these deficiencies generally
resulted from the ad hoc manner in which the decision was made to embark upon
a joint program. Quite often the "marriage was forced" in a downwrd
direction from OSD or Congress.
Also, on some programs, even when the
Services agreed to merge, the process was often very imprecise, leading to
problems downstream.
The Panel felt that one of the reasons for this situation was that little
or no formal policy or direction exists. DoD Directive 5000.1 and DoD
Instruction 5000.2, Which provide policy and implementation instructions for
DoD Systes Acquisition, provide no specific implementation guidance for joint
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Service acquisition. Finally, Congressional skepticism in the ability of the
Department of Defense to implement and manage joint program sees to dand

some chae in the way these program are aproachd.
3.

Conclusions

The su•-panel come to two conclusions: first, that the ad hoc manner in
which joint program are initiated is not consistent with sound, stable
programs. Second, formal, institutionalized process should be established by
which the DoD comminty can systematically evaluate requireante, programs,
and technology to converge on those candidates which possess the
"prerequisites" for success, and to resolve disputes awig the partners once a
joint program is underway.
4.

Reommeations

Therefore, we recommend that the Secretary of Defense promulgate a
modification of the 5000 series directives to institutionalize such a process
and organization.
As the key organizational element to administer such a process, the
sub-panel recommended that permanent, formally chartered board be established,
which was named the "Joint Requirements and Management Board" (JRMB).
This
board will be the "clearing house" for all potential joint programs. In other
words, it will seek out opportunities for embarking on a joint program,
sponsor sufficient requirements and management analyses to promote confidence
that the program will succeed, and resolve any disputes that arise on
sponsored programs.
The composition of the board must meet two criteria: first it must be
comprised of those responsible for defining requirements and developing the
capabilities, namely the Services, JCS, and an appropriate OSD official; and
secon, the board must be of sufficiently high level to ensure that decisions
can be implemented. The sub-panel reo
med that the board nebership
consist of the vice chiefs-of-staff, or equivalent, of the four Services, the
Director of the Joint Staff, and an appropriate OSD official. This board
would meet periodically (possibly monthly or quarterly) and would be supported
by a permanent staff (secretariat) supplied by the Services, JCS, and O6D.
This staff, much like that supporting the Joint Logistics Comimanders(JOIs),
could consist of a colonel along with field grade officers from each Service
and QJCS, supported by appropriate administrative personnel. Their jo would
be to select agenda item, ensure appropriate staffing and tasking is
accomplished, and prepare decision papers and reports. Specific technical
analyses, studies, and concept work would be tasked to the institutions

already in existence which are chartered to provide such support, namely the
Services and the JCS. Additionally, agencies such as DAhPA, and DCA would be
involved as required. Parenthetically, if this organizational structure
sounds familiar, it is patterned almost entirely after that very sucoessful

structure utilized by the Joint Logistics Comanders.
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2we Joint McKLurwme

t and Hragaint Board (JIM) sluild be reepmnive

to the omwerms of Congre.
institutiawlim

2w JM vculd eeplay a visible and

prcess of evaluating program for

selecting aid rejecting program for joir,
jumtifiction of emi

*

decision.

m

Also, Anuual
m

aprovals w'uld allay Omgressional oeni
program is not gmnuine and ongoing.

a

ejointnes" potential,

t with a full
orts of rejections and

that the interest in joint

In summry, the sub-panal strongly felt that sa
formal systematic
process, with the ocnoix
tant organizational structure, is necessary and that
the procs
and structure prioed
here can effectively bring order to a
process that ban hitbhr
beo
ad bor in nature.
Finally, the sub-panal felt
that the
'•-rs
in sudh an organization not possess the proper dharter and
must be at the prqer level to ensure that decisions made represent the
position of their department or agency and that, once the decisions are me,
they will be effectively executed.
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REIROiniS SUB-PANEL F

I - Introduction
A.

Case Studies
T

sub-pael participated in meetings and received briefings in

Wshington prior to the tw week meeting in San Diego. The sub-panel, also
undertook som case studies which had special relevance to the requirements
aspects •L joint developvnt. the case studies weres F-ill, Cruise Missile,
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIW), Light Armored Vehicle
(LAV-25), Joint Tactical Fusion Program (3'iw), Joint Surveillance and Target
Attack Radar (STARS), and Joint Tactical Missile System (3TAOs).
B.

Joint nsquirezwrts and Maenagmt Issues

The testimony of those witnesses who appeared before us and the clear
implioation of our case studies pointed unmistakably to the importance of
starting a Joint Program on the right foot by resolving requirements issues at
the outset. Indeed, thoee issues sbould be settled before a Joint Program is
launched. If they cannot be resolved, there is no vTaIebasis for proceeding
jointly. However, we quickly came to find that this front-end process
involves far more than requirements and extends deeply into technical and
management issues as well. 1he panel as a Whole labeled the process JRM

(Joint Requirements and Management).
later in this chapter.

The scope of that process is outlined

Based on our cmse-studies and thoee of the other sub-panels we identified

a number of major joint development prograzs Which suffered a variety of
aborts, restarts, delays aid increased costs because the J3R process was
either not performed at all, or not performed properly: F-ill, 3EI!A/JMP,
JSTARS, and High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HAWM).

On the other hand when the JR4 work is done at the front-end of the Joint

Development process, programs seem to have a reasonable chanoe of success.
For example: AID-9L, Airborne Self Projection Jamer (ASPJ), MIL8TAR,
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), High Mobility Multi-purpose
%heeled Vehicle (HMMtV),

and Defense Satellite Oommunications System (DSCS).

Sometimes failure to resolve JRM issues, even when the process is undertaken properly at the front-end, and a decision not to go "Joint" should be

regarded as 4 #.ucoess for the proess. PFr exasmp-i: the decision to proceed
separately with the F-16 and P-18 program shouild be taken as a successful
action, not a failure.
,tin a second Service decides to hop aboard an ongoing development, it is
o1bvious that the JF1 work cannot be done at the front-ad but, nonietheless,
mfst be done at the point and time of entry. Examplesz
o
o
o

Air mros adoption and ad•ption of the Navy F-4,
Air Florce and Nhvy utilization of the Army tUH-60 Blackhawk
helicopter,
Air Pbroe (and perhaps Navy) adaption of the Marine TN)C.
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irints

Process

A. Prerequisites for Joint Progri
From these exa

ples we conclude that the resolution of J!4 issues is a

pre-requisite to Joint Program success. Having concluded that the J33
process is essential, we examined the nature of that procs. The objective,
it seem clear, is to structure a Joint Program which will:
o

Increase military effectivenesm,

o

If possible, achueve efficiencies and eocies,

o
o

EDploit tadenology,
Be credible to the Cougress and the public.

There is an old persistent debate about Wh&ether the requiremnts procs
originates in a "Technology Push" or a "Requirement Pull." ?ct sucossetul
programs have mixed parentage.
The sub-panel doesn't really care how the idea
germinates, as long as a reconciliation betwmen requirements and technology

takes place.

The reccnciliatian Uromm is the essence of J34.

We note thats

"o

The process is circular and interactive.
It is a marriage or mating
dance between now technology and now technical aproaches to
military needs.

"o

It must produce a reliable and affordable system.

In weapons system acquisition terminology, JRM is a concept definItion
effort. It should carry the program through RFP and DSAC 1. After careful,
but not exhaustive, examination of case studies, we concluded that the issues
to be rasolved prior to launching a Joint Program include at least the
following:

"o
"o

Operational coucepts,

"o
"o
"o
"o
"o

Tednical approa•hes and options,
Cmfiguraticn acnstraints,
Acquisition strategy,
Cost and schedule,
Relative worth via-a-vis current and alternative systems,
Mtnagkmt structire.

o

Performance specifications (including interoperability and
supportability),

This list
is based upon evidence that one or more Joint program cams
unglued because one or more of these issues rmined unresolved at the tim of
program initiation. A few examples illustrate our mtbodi
o0

ecn
JT- S has
n unable to get off the ground
becaus
orwuperaticnal concepts are unresolved.
Specifically, the range of the Arx,'s Corps upport Weapons system
(The Army's JMCaM) has not ben settled. The Air larae sees roles
and missions implications in a lcng-rang. Army interdiction missile.
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o

o

The Army might settle for a shorter range missile for reasons of
.cocimy and a missile tailored to support its seme of maneuver.
me, 1iver,
imants a longer range Army missile in support of
the"Qbunter Air 90" concept. As we shall explain later, this is a
c1se for JCS involvement (intervention).
If the JCS wants the Army
to wasist the Air Force in the attack of airfields, iKn
supression of enemy air defenses (SEM), or in other deep attack
roles, it should say so. 0D efforts to resolve these critical
joint operational issues have been lebs than suocessful. In the
mean•hile, the JTAM program is stalled.
nfiguation - The Navy concluded that the F-111 was not suitable
for carrier operations and went its own way.

Service Priorities - It turns out that the Amy's need for JVX was
of a radically lower priority than that of the Marines.

consque

o

, the Army has been trying to jump ship.

As a

t Structure - A major hiccup occurred in the Cruise Missile
Program when mnagement of the SLO4 and ALCM was separated.

There are those who believe that this list represents unsurmountable
obstacles to joint development. When these kinds of issues are not addressed
at the front-end or are papered-over, they om back to plague the program
downstream. At that time program interruptions cost more money, cause budget
and program perturbations, and induce a loss of Congressional and public
confidence. Short-cutting the process has proven to be a mistake.

We believe that the list of issues is supported by experience and that it
represents a minimun list of pro-requisites for Joint Program initiation.
There is an important corollary to this conclusion. It is safe to say that
agreement on all these pro-requisites will be neither automatic nor easy.

Furthermore, joint management, as explained by the sub-panel on prduct-ion, is
a complex operation loaded with potential problems. Therefore, joint
development should only be undertaken when it is necessary from an operational
standpoint, or is clearly attractive from a cost standpoint.
B.

Participants in the Joint Process

Assuming general agreement in our proposition up to this point, the
question arises as to the necessary participants in the JR4 process. No
doubt, arising at least in part out of frustration with the Services'

resistance to certain Joint development proposals and programs, there are a
number of officials and by-standers Wbo believe that the Services are not the
real operators/users, and that only the Unified Oommanders and their cUands
fit this description.
The sub-panel believes that there are five legitimate points of view
Which must be heard in the JR4 process, depending upon the nature and

"jointness" of the programs
"o
"o
"o
"o
"o

OSD
JCS
Unified C.mmnders
Services
Tchnology - 06D, Industry - Other government Agencies.
17
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05D - Is ultimately responsible for all defense objectives and

program -Tssuing guidance for programing and t .a5geting and establishing
rules for mwmnAgint practices and procedures.
2. JCS - Is responsible (by law - Title 10) for establishing doctrine
for unifi-operations and training, - for servicing material and personnel
requirementes in accordance with strategic plans. By regulation, (5100.1), JCS
is charged with preparing statements of military requirements and priorities
including the relative importance of specific %
w. These responsibilities
are reinforced by the fact that the JCS is the senior military authority to
whidh issues of critical joint operational significance can be referred for
resolution. If the JCS cannot or will not resolve such issmu , they either
remin unresolved or are resolved indirectly through program actions by 05) or
the Oxngrees, often an so
basis other than operaticoal considerations.
Under the leadership of the chairman, (General John Vessey), the JCS is
endeavoring to face up to these responsibilities. The sub-panel apglauds this
effort.
3. Unified Oommands - Employ the forces prepared and supported by the
Services, and brig to the requirements process the regional and operational
viewpoint in the context of their assigned missions. The JCS has assigned
responsibilities to the Unified Q:mmmanders for certain large joint mission

areas.

For example, General Rogers is responsible for operational o~ncepts

and associated weapons requirements for MT0 Air Defense and Second Echelon
Attack. Obviously, the Unified Cummanders views must be heard in the JRM

process for critical joint system develpment.
Too often in the past, the Joint Operational Comanders have been heard,
if at all, only through their omponent commanders.
4.
o
o

The Services
Organize, train, and equip the basic operating elements of the
force, e.g., battalions, ships, squadrons, and Landing team.
Integrate these elements into the major force building blocks which

are made available to the Unified Commanders:
- Divisions and Oorps
- Wings and Air Fbrcss
- Battle Grcup@ and Fleets
- Amphiibious Pbress

o
o
O

Develop doctrine and tactics and train operators, maintenanc
personnel, and leaders to exploit weapons and win battles.
Although Unified oummnders cuabine these building blocks into
operational forces in support of mission plans and objectivs, only
the Services are organized to
odue them.
The Services must participate nW J
prtocess for every joint
development program regar-dless of its motivation, i.*., for
operational or for cost consideration.
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T!hoIy-

I

e is a wide variety of sources for no or applied

tedhmlM.
MnW uaut be brougt into the M process to interact with
operational requiramnes. Tids input can os fro one or mrs of the
following sources:

o
o

C.

o

Industry - The major source
C&,/rAWA
Service labs

o
o

Other Goverment agencies
Allies

JEW Fuwtiors and Procedures

IDRPA is a special case. Chartered to urdertake advanced research and
development in areas of high risk and high potential pay-off, which the
Services would not otherwise undertake, DAPA particularly needs to
participate in the JIM process before decisions are made to launch joint
programs.
The R&D sub-panel treats this problem in some depth.
We ca now address the organizational approach to JR4 and deal in a
preliminary way with functions and procedures. A macro solution has been
introduced by the policy sub-panel. Our approach arises out of the fact that
w see three major categories of Joint Program:
Category A - Those programs with critical joint operational significance.
This really means that there are major joint operational issues which
must be resolved at the front-ead, and that the Services either have not,

or are unlikely to, resolve them.
Category S - Those programs with joint operational dimensions, but
programs in which the Services either have already resolved, or can be
expected to resolve, the joint issues.
Category C - Those programawhich have been urdertaken solely for
purposes of econom and efficiency. Needless to say, eonamies and
efficiencies might also be associated with Categories A and B.
Oartainly the JCS umt assumm responsibility for Category A bringing in
the Unified Comraders as appropriate.
Ito JCS souJld at least monitor
Category B and intervenw if neeossary. Categories B and C remain the province
of the Services jointly, and it is this Which led us to a joint mechanism -the
JFMB, introfus
by the policy sub-panel in this report.
You will recall from Chapter I that the Joint laquiremmnts and KAnagement

Board (JN.)

comsisted of,

o
o

The four Service Vioe-Chiefs with rotating chairmanship,
ITe Director of the Joint Staff,

o
o

prpriate OS official, ard
A permant secretariat.
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We assume t_1 t there wmold be an elnt

in the Office of the ICS to

interact with the J3M1. The Vice Chief level was selected so as to subsi
both the Paquira onto and Dsmlvpmnt agencies in the Services.
Having provi led an organizational framework for JR4, let us tu :n to
possible functior 9 and procedures.
Paoognizing the initiatives beiv taken by
the Chairman of t h JCS, and wishing to support him in every way, w3 can see
the likelihood tO st the JCS will identify certain program of criti al joint
significance whkic h are faced with c
ptual
difficulties and will Ash to
initiate the 3R4 prcess an its own.
the JCS will prdoably be hi'.y
selective in thit respect.
thes

JM would c xstitute an essential joint Service mechanism per iorming
functions:

"o
"o

Seek oj •ortunities for joint developmant,
Receive reamemnations from all sources specifically inc .uding OGD,
its sti ff and agencies.

"o

Screen :nndidate programs,

"

Recnum -d additional or alternative programs for JCS spon orship,

"o
"o

Set the JRN process in motion for selected rmn-JCS progra a.
Assist JCS as required and requested.

1.
o
o

JRMB Prc :edures
Sponrso
special
selectE
Sponsoz
require

3 (JCS or JRMB or Services jointly and voluntarily

charter
study groups (SSG) to undurtake front-end J3M pro *as for
I joint programs.
3 crnfigure SSG's to include the Servioe and/or JC;
ents agencies, developmnt and acquisition agenci i,

and aa ropriate studies and analysis organizationas.

DW-6 DCA,

MA, ox DMA would be involved as required.
o
o
o
o

SpXVISo13 review SSG findings, resolve issues as necessary -including
manage ant structure.
Sponsoz 3 reocam-ri for or against joint development and i ditiate
approi*ate actions in PPRS.
Study •roupe dissolve and an approved management structurt takes
over.
Problems occurring during development, such as effectiven an
shbrtfe l1s, price increases or changing Service prioritie ;, whidh
cannot be resolved by the program manawger or the
mocutiv i agent
(possil ly a single Service) must go back to the spomsor (KS or
JRM) I xr resolution and then if necessary to the SecDef lirectly or

sore i kely, through a DSAR= or D.
0

SecDef is

final arbiter.

There are a ne wko have expressed the fear that we have made tiis 334

process too orerc ,s. If there are ways to streamline it without loting its
value and purpose, we are sure that DOD (in the large) will find th..
But we
must say that the problem we are addressing are both limpotant and coplex,
and they will not go away.

.
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2.

omwlusion

With this kind of organizatioal approach and these kind of procedures we
believe:
0

o

Operational needs and new tedhnologV cn be combined in viable Joint
Prograe, or
It will be clar when joint devr
pe t stuld not be mduntalWm.

3.

JMR u

ation

o

OF)

p

te the JR4 pomes; into the 5000 series of directives.

21i
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CHAF1R III - MD SUB-PANEL Or
I - Introduction

A.

Satuary
7he R&D sub-panel reviewed all aspects of the R&D prom"es

from the

technology base throgh full-scale engineering dsvetlopment and identified four
key issues.
ITkse four issues are cocerned with;

"o
"o

The technology base,
"Tedrology push" programs, especially the [DARPA-initiated

"O

Joint Acquisition of subsystems, that is items such as aircraft

"o

Funding of Joint Program.

"technology demonstrations,"

engines and radios,

Wi also examined the issue of developing a "system of systems" for Joint
(e.g., Unified) Coumanders.

This will be discussed later.

B. A Cautionary Note
Before discussing the R&D issues, the R&D panel wishes to make some
observations about Joint Programs in general. The idea of developing and
procuring weapon systems and equipment that serve more than a single military
Service has strong appeal. Clearly, research and development money can be
saved, ecaxcues of scale can be realized, and, the spare parts, maintenance
and training activities that are needed for support can be provided more
efficiently and economically.
Joint RkD and production programs are om way of obtaining these
advantages. However, they are not the onlyiy, and are often a very
difficult way. Differences in Service missions, operating environment,
technical expertise and sense of priority all make agreemnts on. requiremants

and management of Joint Programs very difficult to achieve.

'This panel

believes that agremment on these issues is necessary to gain the advantages
cited above, and if agreement cannot be obtained, the expected benefits of
jointness will nrt be realized.
The burden that "jointness" places on a program includes, cascading of
requirements, merging of dissimilar logistic systems, complication of
managment, and decreasing flexibility to deal with the impacts on the program
of technical and financial problem, or threat changes, during the develqmnt

and production

hasoe.

Single-servicie programs can handle such changes more responsively and
more efficiently to meet their single-Servioe needs. As lcng as the
critically-important abilities to interoperate and interoouumoicate are
preserved, the operational and fiscal costs of dissimilar Service "tem
may
not exceed the operational and fiscal costs of trying to ooLbine requiremets
that apply in differing nvirzmmts, with differing missian contexts and
differing supot
syst" s.
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Toeprogrami

whbere this is not the cums are proper cardidatee for Joint

Program, and for those program the special magiuimt provisions herein

should apply.
II

- RD Issues

A. Joint Service T!!tiloa Base Isoe
The first
R&D panel issue addresses Whether the technology base can be
made more efficient and effective with increased joint Service activity.

1.

Lacgroun

Many Service and ARPA/Service 6.2 a" 6.3A programs now are joint, or
coordinated in a joint way.
Although we did not attempt to probe this area
in-depth, our impression is that, in essentially all areas of mutual interest,

the programs are coordinated and a fair number are joint-with one Service as
executive agent and the other cost sharing the effort, or with the two
Services working compleaentary parts of a technology area.
Occasionally, one Service will drop its funding contribution due to
shifting priorities or to acc
ate
overall Service PC= budget cuts. We
find that these perturbations are understood by the other Service and programs

are adapted to such changes in a reasonably acceptable way.
The office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Fasearch and

Engineeringrlsearch and vAnced Technology (ODu8DR/
of the Services' 6.2/6.3A programs.

AT) provides oversight

A formal Joint Logistics Oomm-nders (JIC) technology base coordination
mechanism exists (via the Joint directors of labs at the Service 2-star level)
which creates, organizes and monitors these Joint-Service efforts.
mechanism apears to be working well.
Such OV oversight and JLQ coordination is

"o
"o
"o
"o

The

isqportant to:

uwreoppetition of ideas,
Require information exdhange,

Identify arams for coordinated efforts, and
Provide decision m•a

nism for major capital investments.

In a nmber of ares
we find that the docmits describing tecdhology
progres in various area. are not available on a timely basis to other wkers
in the field, which prcoites technology base wmste and inefficiency. 1his is
true betwen the Services, between DAWA and the Services, and especially so

with industry.
2.

cluuiau

We conclude that tedhnology be program and efficiency are reasonably
good, that prcblm created by am Service reducing its technology bawe

funding are manageable, and that improvement is needed in technical
information dissemination.
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3.

Fan omandaion

We recommnd
o

Keeping up the good work in general, but that the OtJ3)'MArAT should
take actions to improve and speed up technical information
dissemination between the Services, between UWRPA and the Services.

and especially between DoD and industry.
B.

Tcdhology Push Issue
The seco

issue deals with "technology push" program and what can be

done to make thm more productive.
1.

Bko

The Services are organized to carry out their operational military

assignments and to acquire needed systems.

They are not as well organized or

funded to create and assimilate Wholly new capabilities -especially those that
require the oination
of "things" - such as sensors, platforms, weapons and

C3 . Vbrious studies of innovation - such as "project hindsight" - say that
most now developments are the result of the synergistic effects of combining
many individual technological advances, rather than from any one single major
new technological breakthrough.
Many ideas for such now "systems" (even though "seed" ideas may have

originated from within the Services) have been advocated by the Service
technical advisory committees (the Army Science Board, the Navy Msearch
Advisory Oommittee, and the Air Force Scienoe Advisory Board), the Do, and
DhW'A. This is especially true for "system" that involve joint-Service
actions.
"Project hindsight" also concluded that most technological advances

resulted from experiments conducted with realfTFd

e and software, rather

than from purely analytical research.
DWA has undertaken the role of developing and trying out so called
"leading edge" ideas to determine if they have significant military worth.
Their "tehnology demonstrations" normally relate to a single-Service, but

scametim involve tw or more. The "demos" are scmetimse quite large and
costly - greater than $100 million, and involve, by design, high risk.
Naturally, same technical failures should be expected.
The Services recognize the need to try out new "leading edge" ideas even
were no formal "requira 1t" for such a device or capability exists. After

all, there was no "requirement" for an atomic bo.

However, Service

acceptance of such high-risk, externally-generated ideas is difficult,
especially when they appear to conflict with established doctrine, omete

with ongoing Service program, or apply in areas where no doctrine exists.
This is further oinplicated if the implied follow-on to the DMPA program
involves more than one Service.
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So, if the idea seems reasonable to the Service and doesn't "do-in" its
own programs, the Servioe will support - or at least tolerate - the tARPA
"technology deonastrations." This is true even when they have not had an
oortunity to analyze bow and in what form the new device or system would fit
into and impact its

•perations and force structure.

If, however, the new device or system is then imoed upon a Service (or
Services) without an oortunity
to carry out such an analysis, there is
understandable resistance. The probability of eventual deploymnent of the
directed system or device is low, and often for good reason.
tUilike the atomic explosion at Alamagordo, one-ehot (limited scope)
"demostrations" are normally not convincing, and1uitlar iterations are
required to convert the basic idea into the genesis of a new military
capability.
For example, it took several years of testing and "learnrng-bydoing" with SOMrS prototypes for the operational and technical branches of the
Army to evolve the battlefield airborne moving target radar requiremsent.
2.

Oxiclusion

We oxnclude that "technology push" is a vital part of the R&D proces.
D[MWA provides a mechanisn that is needed for testing new, relatively-risky,
ideas in a flexible and relatively-unfettered mode. The DARPA "technology
demonstrations" provide this mechanism and are an imqortant aspect of our
overall R&D capability and should continue. We believe that, in most ceses, a
series of evolutionary "learn-by-doing" demos, with stronger user involvement,
will be required to provide a fair and convincing measure of military worth.
Although much informal discussion occurs between DhIWPA and each involved
Service before initiation of these "dMemo," in the case of the large ( $100M)
demos, we believe that prior to starting a "big tickeL" do,
each involved
Service should make an analysis of the potential military value of the "new
system." The form of this "so-what teslt" odvary,
but perhaps an approach
derived from the DU4-TRMl
letter of agreement, or the AFSC '"M AD"
method could be ased. This analysis should be aocmplished in a few months,
and should assume the system works as advertised.
It should not be considered
any form of cmmitment by the Service(s) to the new system.
i3ý commitment

can only cme about after the formal requirements process has been

accomplished. This formal process, which itself is an iterative one, can best
be done in pmrallel with the iterative, evolutionary "learn-by-doing" testing
suggested earlier.
In this way, adjustments can be
de to account for the
actual military capability, or lack thereof, found and evolved during the
"deistratiors."
The Service may cowclude that the capability is not of sufficient value

to warrant full-scale develcoment.

If OSW disagrees, the matte. -an be

decided by the Secretary of Defense in an envircrmant where all parties have
examined the issue. and presented their views.
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3.

Faccmendations

our recommndations are:
o

That IDIA crntinue a vigorous program of technology demonstrations
but plan for iteration and evolution of the idea with stronger user
participation.

o

Next, a military impact analysis by the involved Service(s) should
be required before initiation of large tedcnology demonstrations.

The results of this analysis should be one of the factors oonsidered
o
o

in determining whether the Mdemo" should take place.
Next, the involved Service should carry out the formal requirements
analysis in parallel and interactively with the evolutionary
"demonstrations."
And finally, the decision to go into full-scale engineering
development should be based upon the results of "demos" and the
formal requirements and management process.

C. Less Than System Level Jointness Issue
The third R&D panel issue addresses Joint Acquisition at the "less-thansystem" level.

1.

Backgrou

Joint Acquisition below the system level is another approach which, as
noted earlier in this report, has produced economies and efficiencies. These
Joint Acquisitions occur at the
•cm t level, such as FLIR common modules;
at the equipment level, such as TIAN transceivers, and at the major subsystem
level, such as aircraft engines.
Joint Acquisition at these levels has occurred rather broadly and
successfully. But, the selection process is ad hoc, so some inportant
opportunities may be missed.
As a cautionary note, it

was obeerved that wide use of a omion

subsystem, such as coimmn FUR sensors, could bring with it cimvulnerabilities. Several solutions to a particular problem complicate the
enemy's counter-measures problem.
2.

Conclusions and lsoumndations

%1conclude that Joint Acquisitions below the system level make
significant contributions in economies, efficiencies and interoperability.
is

It

likely there are additional opportunities that should be pursued.
A better mechanism is needed:

(1)

to ensure methodical review and

selection of candidate subsystems, equipments, and components; (2) to
determine where Joint Acquisition would be appropriate; (3) to assign the
program to an executive Service; and (4) to assure adequate support.
The Joint Logistics Oamtnders (JLC's) are organizationally best situated
to do this and have the requisite authority to make and enforce decisions. We
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conclude that the Joint Logistic Commanders should establish a formal
OSD review and "assistance"
mechanism for doing this, aind so recomm-en.
should help make this mechanism work.
Oversight would be provided by an annual report to USDR&E.
report also could be provided to the Congress.

A suitable

D. Fluding Issue
The R&D panel's last issue addresses the funding of joint programs.
1.

Backroun

We find that joint R&D programs are funded in a variety of ways, all of
which work reasonably well when each Service stays with the original plan and
funds its share of any overruns. The problem comes about when changing
priorities, or overall budget reductions causes one Service to decrease its
support. We learned that this happens frequently.
Occasionally, a Service
will pull out of a program altogether. As noted earlier, such funding
perturbations on 6.2 and 6.3A programs are "managed around" and are not
considered a serious problem.
%henone Service reduces its funding on a joint program, or is unwilling
to fund its share of an overrun, major problems accrue to the joint program.
Unfortunately, this happens frequently as the Services adjust their budgets in
reaction to new priorities, overruns, and budget cuts imposed by higher
authority. We determined that this issue largely disappears for singleService funded joint programs.

Thus, unilateral funding reductions nause arguing, moaning and program
perturbations, but "all hell' breaks loose whi. one Service pulls out
altogether[ Withdrawal-such as the Navy''s from the FI00/F401 Joint Aircraft
*EnineDevelopment Program-can lead to a fiscal disaster for the remaining
partner.
The reverberations over the Navy's decision are still
echoing around
the Air force a decade after the fact.
The GAO, among others, has suggested that a Service be "penalized" for
not going joint and/or for withdrawing from a joint program.
Some have
development
upon
a
competing
advocated prohibiting a Service from embarking
when it did not wish to join a joint program.
One control mechanism proposed would take the funds which the withdrawing
Service budgeted, and transfer them-less those associated with its Serviceunique needs--to the remaining partner.
As covered in more detail by the production panel, joint production

funding is also

-

ne in a variety of ways.

Here again, difficulties are

caused when one aervice reduces or stretches out its original-planned buy to
acdate
other needs for funds. Such perturbations, although
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sometimes painful, are usually worked out between the participating Services
so that a reasonably satisfactory solution is obtained.
2.

Oonclusions and Racomendations

Our conclusions and recommendations are shown here:
First, all joint full-scale engineering development programs,

and most

6.3B advanced development programs, should be single-Service funded.

11e

executive Service would then have in its budget all the funds needed to carry
out the program, except for other Service-peculiar item.
Seocnd, the executive Service woIld be the one with the greatest need and
priority, and thus the one least likely to deviate from the plan.
If the

executive Service's priorities greatly lessen, consideration should be given
to changing the executive Service (or Agency) to that with the higher
priority, as was recently done on JVX.

Third, if one partner withdraws from a cost-shared pr,'gram, its current
year, budget year, and authorization year funds should reallocated to the
remaining partner's budget.

EFurth, for multi-agency programs such as DoD-NASA and DoD-FAA, the DoD
should try to arrange for single-agency funding of new programs and budget
reallocation of ongoing joint programs where one partner withdraws.
Finally, for joint U.S./foreign programs, we recommend that DoD should
try to arrange for single country funding-using the AMRAAM/ASRAAM approach.
In this case, it was agreed that the U.S. would fund the develop•ent of the
advanced medium-range air-to-air missile, AMRAAM, and the European combine
would fund the development of the advanced short-range air-to-air missile,
ASRAAM.

E.

Sumary of Resources

In closing, the R&D panel believes that no additional DoD resources would
be required to implement our recommdaticns.
The overall result ahould be
eventual greater efficiencies and eonomies.
The most significant iqpact will be new short-term demands an the time of
senior military persornel, caused by the new joint requirements and management
process. The payoff, we believe, will be significantly less time wasted by
these same officials (and many others), trying to salvage something useful

from the wruckage of a big irvestment in an improperly-couceived joint
program.
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CHAP1R IV -

tO4R•

r,

LtGISTYcS,

PRNUICTION SUB-PANEL REPORr

I - Introduction
This Chapter addresses three issues that impact an the production of
joint programs. First, Joint Program Office (JPO) operations have a major
influence on the effectiveness of joint programs. Secondly, we address the
joint program impact on integrated logistics support. Lastly, we address the
production implications of joint program.
The basic promise of the following
discussion is that commn program requirements have been agreed to by the
Joint Requirements and Management Board or the JCS. We are seeking additional
efficiencies in the management of joint programs.
II - Major Issues
A. Role of the Joint Program Office
The role of the JPO becomes a critical day-to-day management vehicle for
achieving successful implementation. A quotation from the Foreward of the
June 1962 "Joint Logistics Quuaanders' Guide for the Management of Joint
Service Programs" provides an appropriate introduction to the subject.
"Joint Service Program Managemsnt offers an exceptional challenge to the
Acquisition Manager.
Fffective joint management not only requires a
comprehensive miderstanding of the needs and requirements of each of the
Services involved, but also requires an understanding of the differences in
areas such as logistic support, financial management, program management
philosophy, organization and test and evaluation techniques....."
Many people stated that problems exist in the JPO function, particularly
in matters of personnel and working agreements. These problems frequently go
beyond the Executive Service responsible for the JPO.

O

Selection, staffing, performance reviews, and career
growth implicaticns of personnel in the JPO - particularly those

from other than the Executive Services - are sources of
unnecessary problems.

o

Failure to have clear, comprehensive
roles/responsibilities/prooedures, agreed to amnxg the participants,
impacts the effectiveness of the office and contributes to

frustration.
Oversight committees, at times, are seen as helpful by the JP0.

This

may be due to the fact that Joint Requirements and M!anagment (JR4) prooess
had not taken place. However they can impact executive service control or
create organizational confusion such as currently exists in the Interdiction
Program.
Testimony has been received that, unlike other services, assignment to
JPO duty by Navy personnel is viewed as limiting to career growth.
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Input was also received from a variety of sources as to tl e importance
and difficulty of the project office management.
Below is a partial saimpling of input:
1.

R.G. Freeman, III's memo to Admiral Kidd (Fat.) dated July 1,

1983.

"P3EWEZ:
Every example I have cited dealt with people. Good people make
jo0M-Fprograms wor1c. Parochial, service-oriented people would not. It
is obvious you cannot remove all parodhialism on the part of joint
project managers, but let me set out sawe criteria to be used. FIRST,
project managers should have had a tour in an operational cmcpnent of
the other Services or at the minimun a staff pooeition. SED, ie or she
should have attended an inter-Service college, such as ICF, or the other
Service's War College. THIRD, most desirably he or she should have been
in a joint program as a junior player. FOURTH, they should have attended
the long course in Project Management at the DGC and, prior to beaoming

the Project Mvnager, should have attended the Executive Management
Refresher Course. The same c.riteria flows for the industry team as
regards related experience with both services in systm develcpnent.
The civilians and down through Lt. Col. and OCimnander should attend

DGC's long and short courses and should have had joint Program Manager
experience. These are tough criteria to mest, but I can think of no
place that we can do more cost avoidance on the life-cycle cost of a
major joint system regardless of the phaase of acquisition, than by the
selection of extremely qualified people who are going to manage a joint
program. This helps insure the objectivity and dedication to make it
work. The critical elements in my opinion in dealing with joint programs

are first the people who manage them."
2.

views of an industry expert with significant experience on joint

program Officers fitness reports depend on satisfying their Service.
- Personnel are rotated too frequently (as soan as they learn the

job).
- Organization lines and authority may not be as crisp as on a
single-Service project.
- Assign a very strong dedicated project manager capable of
dealing with Services, 06D, and Congre".
- Qiiefs of eadh Service involved must commit publicly and
privately to support the program and conduct regular joint
reviews.
3.

RAUM W. odenhteiner and Captain J. T. MtJjoh's report to the DSB

Summer Program Study Group dated June 29, 1983 regarding joint program.:
- Joint programs generally have special management groups
- No single disciplined procedure
- bNon standard direction
- Mudtiple Committees.
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1

Corbat Identification Wtemss

4.

-

Under lessons learned

- Early HO level Agrement
- Ible & responsibilities of participants
- Program Office (Carter and Manning

5.

Joint Gayule ftbber pgram - Personnel lesss learned
- Status/boogMntion accorded to joint assignments need to be
improved.
- Filling of joint vacancies should be prioritized by r•ed.

- Program Manager needs to have greater impact on final selection
of personnel.
- Fact should be emphasized that OEMs/fitness reports of joint
program personnel are given equitable treatment.
6.

HW - (Missile)
-

7.

No clear cut lines of authority
Changing requirements
Give executive service real influence over personnel
0onflict resolution

OPS - Less"o

learned

- Program authority and management single program director -in
performance evaluation chain for everyone in the JPO.
- Component Deputy Program Managers should be dual hatted and
should be assigned as line chiefs.
Other references to the JPO function were found in AMRhAM, A-7, JIT,
MIBA, anmd WIS project input.

TImS,

Itere is general agrement that a majority of the problems confronting
J#
should be addressed by the proped J*S (Joint Requirwmets and
MnAgment Board) or the JCS.
Joint Programs tend to be more cemplex than
single-Servioe program and require extraordinary nwnement skills and
carebensive memoranda of understanding (?DMe) on how they are to be run.
The iqprtano. of the JPO function should not be taken for granted or be
underetimated.
7he chain of cmmud within the Executive Service not be
clear aNd acknowledged by all. The Executive WService must take ownership for
and be c.•mitted to the successful omlotion of the joint program.
B.

RoeaN-_r

ticne on JPO

The J*S and the Executive Service s•hould eure

that the staffing

*pxmwe granted to the JP are comienourate with the Joint Program challengeH.
We endorse the view of several program managers about the need for and

the value of clear, docunted, and norprdrwive MM%.
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Agreed to 03. that

define role, responsibilities, authority and procedures among the
participating Services are vital. Among the items to be explicitly addressed
are: the authority of the JPO in selecticn and staffing of qualified
personnel, strengthening the representation of the participating Services by
having key personnel function as their Service project office manager, grant

greater authority for JPO's role in arbitrating minor changes in funding and

budget issues and establishing procedures to ensure a single interface with

contractors is observed.
The Joint Logistics Ommander's hanbook for Joint Program Managers
recommends that the program manager write the fitness reports (or officer
efficiency reports) for their subordinates, and that the fitness report of the
Dep•ty be reviewed by the parent Service.
This practice should be

consistently practiced and the report included as relevant ill home service
career deliberations.
The Navy seems to have a unique problem in that JPO duty appears to
inhibit career growth. The Navy should implement appropriate corrective
actions to address the problem.
C.

Joint Program Impact on Integrated Logistics §9p3nrt

JI should discourage oversight committees unless necessary. Full
weight should be given to ensuring the JPO is capable and has the backing,
full couplement of skills, and other elements required for successful program
execution. W-en one is necessary, its role must be clearly defined.
Turning now to anticipated savings in integrated logistic support, there
are legitimate Service differences in operational needs that must be

accommodated early in the requirqment process.
Blackhawk/Seahawk helicopter program.

Take, for example, the

The Army version must work to altitude

in dusty conditions; the Navy version must work at sea-level in salt spray
conditions. But, if cavoon equipment specifications that will fulfill all

operational requirements can be agreed upon, cost for logistic support should
go down.
Case studies provided to the panel support this point:

Case Study on JTIDS (USW Programs) - "The develcpment of two distinct
terminal tedhnologies hat complicated the ability of the Services to
achieve joint interoperability." This oimplicates Integrated Logistics

&*pport and prcduction.

Case Study on Joint MILTAR Program - "Also, Service differences in
mainteance yhilosophies has Wd the logistics support planning for the
Mission Cotrol Elamunt muh more ouplex." In our opinion coulexity
results in increased costs.
Becaus of differing Service support p*hilosohies, integrated logistic
support elements, sudh as data, pUblications, test equipenut and training, can
diverge in costly ways. IThere is a trade off to be made Whether it is
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effective to accoomodate non-standard joint logistic support or to convert to
Service standards. For example, if a particular jointly procured system could
be maintained on Service standard test equipm•nt, then it might not be a
saving to buy and use system peculiar test equipment. That this has been a
problem was confirmed by an industry spokesman.
"Documentation and Specification requirements are inconsistent and
difficult to resolve." Each Service prefers its own:
-

Spares are not normally procured jointly.
Training requirements are different.
Hardware schedules are not easily coordinated.
Each Service has its own set of standard hardware.
Test equipment requirements can be radically different.
Proposed change by one Service is often not coordinated with other

Service.
If the Services order spare parts on different schedules under different
contracts and accounting procedures, each order will be smaller and probably
will carry a higher per unit price tag. It might even happen, at times, that
tw Services would be ordering spares simultaneously, essentially conpeting
for the contractor's manufacturing capability, and at other times lack of
orders would leave the plant capability idle. A coordinated smoothing of
production requirements could lead to cost savings.
A case study of the F-4 joint program indicated:

"Because the aircraft

spares/parts are not/nor were they ever mixed, services did not make
coumonality work."

"Probably the most significant factor in the F-46

su5cessaas that it was a relatively-mture, successful system when the
Air Fbrce decided to procure it.
Initially, the Air Ebrce obtained 29
Navy aircraft for aircrew and maintenance training (thru a Navy/AF !MD
Fab 1962) which they later returned to the Navy."
During Service introduction, any program has difficulty because of lack
of trained personnel and usage data for spares. These problem. are magnified
in joint program.
For exanple, operational testing and first-site build-up
of joint program could be happening simultaneously at two or more sites.
Interim contractor support can help smooth the introduction by supplementing
training and allowing an orderly development of usage data.
Our conclusions generally follow the line that maximum savings are
accrued by continuing ocmumonality and identicality in data, publications, test
equipment, training, and spares as far as practicable.
This is much easier

said than done, borever, and each new weapon system or vehicle must be
evaluated carefully on a case-by-case basis. The decision of how far is
"practicable" must not be made on the basis of the philoeo*hy that jointness
is good, but on the basis of hard cash savings in one way or another. In
saying this we are mindful that the savings are real only if the essential
requirements for each Service are, in fact, satisfied.
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D.

ecommendations on .lgistics

Commonality

We recommend that:

E.

-

JCS or Seclef task JRMB to establish policy for training and
This front-end determination is important to
logistic commonality.
set the framework for the amount of jointness which will be achieved
by the program.

-

Executive Service Joint Logistics Oimnand member request JLC to
adjudicate Service logistic differences to extent authorities
permit.
The organization of the JLCs provides a working level forum
to resolve logistic issues that can't be handled by the JPO or the
Executive Service.

-

Using Services request Executive Services to contract for spares and
interim contractor support when appropriate. This should minimize
the actual dollar cost of spares and keep the talents of the
contractor behind the program until transition is complete.

Production Implications of Joint Programs

A basic premise for production excnies is a consistent volum over a
long period of time.

The contractor and the government both gain the benefit

of learning.

Depending on the comumdity, learning curves generally fall in
the 75% to 90% range. This means that the contractor can reduce the mniours

by about 10.0% - learning curve percent each time he doubles the production

quantity.

This clearly leads to significant savings.

With the planning, programing, and budgeting system of the DoD, each
program is reviewed annually as a part of the process to allocate dollars for
the next year. Therefore, the budget process automatically assigns priorities
to each project.
A joint program is normally funded for production by the parent Service

and is therefore subject to shifting priorities. When the member Service
priorities change from what they were originally, the joint program starts to
suffer.
This is not significant unless, as is sometimes the case, one Service
program's priority puts the project in that Service "below the cut line"
category for gaining funding.
Omwes in the production line have an effect on unit price.
If the
quantity goes up for a certain period, then the price comes dcwn due to faster
learning, and sometimes eoonomies of scale in che purchde of material or
vendor's production line econies. Significant reductions in planned
production usually increase unit costs beyond-the capability of the remaining
Service to still
be able to buy the quantity desired with the money that they
had planned on being available.
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A production line is partly governed by the specifications and standards
imposed by the cuatomer.
In a joint program, if the producer must iulement
both Services' standards, it requires him to spend additional money. This
cost is passed along to the joint program office as an allowable cost. During
a briefing by tuws joint project manager of the high speed anti-radiation
missile the following chart was show:
"Interchangeable missiles are of am common configuration:
o

o
o

Saved $70C1M on a $6.3B program.
Su4port equipment is common.
Joint Service software lab established."

A Service joining up with another Service already in production will save
development coats and both Services will gain production savings.
A single-Service program manager is doing his best to bring in his
program for the lowest price and optimally designed for t&,at Service.
Therefore, unless he has been given a set of requirements from another Service
that he iaist stay compatible with (not often done unless there is a plan to go
joint later, or he is recognized as already joint), design changes may be
permitted by him that will prevent another Service joining later. The panel
recommends that in high cost systems it may be desirable for a nonparticipating Service to monitor the program so that it may be considered for
a fallback position later.

The DoD planning, programing, and budgeting system (PPBS) starts with
Program Objective Memorandum development about 23 months prior to the budget

money
being available to spend. During this phase, the process may show some
forthcoming priority problems for a joint program.
The President's Budget is
actually submitted to the Oongress nine months prior to the money being
available.
If production has been started, there does not seem to be a
significant impact of individual Service changes since the budget process
allows sufficient time for production planning to be adjusted.
The efficiency of production is maximized (and turbulence is minimized)
by minimum changes in the production plan, identical parts or camponents, and
minimum engineering changes.
One industry spokesman said: "Hardware
aomiality leads to econmy in procurement - technical -synergism - better
use of funds.
Large quantity buys reduce unit cost-related to some
fundamental procurement policies of DoD/US Government, i.e., multiyear
procurement."
Single procedures for all operations affecting the production will save
money.
This includes using only one Service's procedures for change control,
quality inspections, and acceptance specifications.
Production rates that fully use the available tooling also save money.
A
length of time is required in production to make full and efficient use of
sophisticated tooling.
The tooling is expensive and must be amortized over a
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period of time. Such tooling is sunxorted by the various manufacturing
tedhology program of the Services. To regain the cost efficiently, it is
important the tooling be used at its fullest capacity.
A monitor wrking on major programs, in which his Service has no
immediate interest, could alert his own Service to possible design changes
that may affect the suitability for future use.
It seems clear (and of course is intuitive) that a joint production line
already open is cheaper-providing the item meets the requirement.
F.

Recummendations on Production
We reconmmend that:
After a joint program has been approved, if

the PPBS process creates

turbulence, the issue should be referred to the JR48.
During the front-end process the JIM should give serious consideration
to using some item currently in production that could satisfy the need.
When reviewing a program for jointness, and particularly when joining is
not recommended, the JIM should make a recommendation concerning the
monitoring of the developing Service's work.
A joint program should have a single quality assurance program, change
control program, and acceptance test program with carmdocwntation to
contribute to a smooth production flow. Additionally, the numerous generic
and technical specifications imposed to the contractor should have duplication
removed. This will take a strong effort or. the part of the joint program
manager and the involved Services to select the specifications that meet both

Service's requirements. While this is hard to accoplish (the H-60 management
team indicated that it has been two years for thenm to agree on a joint
corrosion control specification),
range of 6-9%.

it

is estimated that savings would be in the

In addition to the usual precautions, it is becoming more oomon for the
program marger to "restrict" visitors to his contractor as one means of
controlling improperly authorized (constructive) chaings.
The panel endorses
this practice.
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MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN,

SUBJECT:

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

Defense Science Board Summer Study:
Joint-Service Acquisition Programs

Management of

You are requested to undertake a Summer Study to determine what
needs to be done to achieve successful joint-Service acquisition
programs.
There is a tendency toward increasing the number of joint acquisition programs.
There are a number of reasons for this
including growing requirements for increased joint-Service
warfighting and the need to preclude redundant acquisition
efforts
among the Services.
Although joint
programs are
intended to rationalize requirements, experience has shown,
however, that many have been extremely difficult
to manage, and,
for a variety of reasons, have not been successful.
Nonetheless, it
is anticipated that the need for joint-Service
acquisition programs will continue.
This Summer Study should examine joint
acquisition programs and
make recommendations on how the OSD, JCS, and the Services might
formulate and execute them more effectively.
The study scope
should include, but not be limited to, the following:
1.

Examining past and present joint
programs (successes
as well as failures), and ascertaining wny the
What factors
examined programs succeeded or failed.
uniquely contributed to joint
program success and

problems?
2.

Recommending changes, if necessary, in our procedures
to increase the motivation for Service support of
joint
programs.
What incentive, management and other
changes would improve the effectiveness of executing
joint
acquisition programs?

I

am sponsoring

this Summer Study.

Admiral

Isaac C.

Kidd,

Jr.,

USH (Ret.) has agreed to serve as Chairman, and Mr. John Smith,
OUSDRE/AM, will be the Executive Secretary.
Dr. Ralph E.
Chatham, LCDR, USN, will be the DSB Secretariat representative.
It is not anticipated that your inquiry will need to go into any
"particular matters" within the meaning of Section 208 of Title

18, United States Code.
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